
Tell me what kind of 
society you want, 
and I will show you 
the street you need!



„the forgotten one“



Promised land turned into a nightmare



We believe in a Just City 

A city that gives space to shape yourself 
A city that leaves space to change 

yourself



Drivers for change



Drivers for change 

Free the people by a mobility shift 

Offer the people a climate proof existence



Driver for  change
Re-thinking mobility
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Getting rid of car transit – make room for an urban B73!



Getting rid of car transit – make room for an urban B73!



Quiet please!



Divert the trains – enable „Harburg an der Elbe“!



Divert the trains – enable „Harburg an der Elbe“!



Provide an offer for an attractive bike mobility!



Driver for  change
Climate proof environment



We have to adapt the underground infrastructure anyway….



…. so we can create the conditions for a happy street



if it´s broke, just fix it!



From a transit road….



….to a lifeline



New spaces
opportunity for a new and fair distribution of space!
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strengthen spatial identities and talents



strengthen spatial identities and talents



regional



Reconnecting Harburg with the Elbe 



Reconnecting Harburg with the Elbe 



Split Harburg



regional: Griff an die Elbe„Griff an die Elbe“



regional: Griff an die ElbeConnecting



regional: Griff an die ElbeReroute (Hannoversche Straße)



Crossing



regional





global
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The explosion of e-commerce will change our cities



Bigger, smaller & cleaner



New gateway to the city



Distribution revolution



THYNSIYL-HUB



Gateway to the city and the landscape



global





local
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sectionReonnecting the Markt with the S-bahn



section



Neuwiedental



Landstadt Neugraben

S-Bahn

B 73

Harburger Berge



local



Harburg on the Elbe

Accessible landscape 

Community spaces

HUB

Where S-bahn and Magistrale dance together

S-Bahn

Magistrale

Affordable housing

Local and global business

Vital local shops

Social facilities




